
Welcome back! It has truly been so wonderful to be able to welcome our community back to school and 

onsite learning. I have seen so many parents this week wearing very big smiles particularly at morning 

drop off time! A mighty big thank you again for your amazing support and resilience with the remote 

learning program. The staff, parents and students of Donvale PS are just awesome! Fingers crossed that 

we will never have to go back to remote learning again.  The children have quickly settled back into 

school and routine; it really does seem now like term 3 was a blur. Even though we are now functioning 

at our ‘new normal’ level, we are aiming to maintain as many of our term 4 events and happenings as 

possible. The events that we haven’t had to cancel will continue… ‘re-imagined’. Our end of year Carols 

event, for example, will have an instrumental focus rather than a singing focus this year. The Year 6 

Graduation will take place at the school without a live audience; instead, we will live stream it to the   

families of our students. Foundation transition will take place over WebEx video conferencing. There are 

just so many events that we have had to rethink to ensure that the children, who have missed out on so 

much already this year, do not miss out on any more than what is absolutely necessary. Information 

about all events for this term will be communicated to you via Snippets, Compass and Year level      

newsletters so keep an eye out for this.  

Camps and Swimming Program:  Speaking about events that have not gone ahead this year, the 3/4 

Camp and Year 2 sleepover this term have, unfortunately, been cancelled, as was the Year 5/6 camp last 

term. I’m sure that the teachers still follow up with some camp like fun activities for the 1/2 and 3/4    

students here at the school. I know that the 5/6’s had a wonderful time mimicking their camping experi-

ences by setting up camps in the lounge rooms during remote learning!  

No Hats No Play: A reminder that Term 4 is a term where our students are required to wear hats 

when outside. As a Sun Smart school we aim to ensure that our children are protected from any long 

term damage to their skin should they be exposed to direct sunlight over a longer period of time. Please 

ensure that your child has a hat at school daily as we are implementing our ‘No hat, no play’ policy this 

term.  

Considerations for 2021 Student Placement:  We will shortly begin working on the 2021 class 

structure and student placement.  The placement of students for the coming year is a complex process 

where Leadership and teachers take great thought and sensitivity into this planning. Decisions of student 

placement is discussed, reflected upon and reviewed over a period of time. When developing individual 

classes each year, a number of factors are considered including academic ability, special skills and talents, 

social competencies, gender, students who work well together, those who may not work well together 

and friendship groupings. While the students are consulted about current friendships, it is only one of the 

criteria considered because building new relationships is also part of our education process and an       
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important skill for students to develop. Please note that friendship groupings will be considered only 

when we know that the children would benefit from them.  We cannot continue to guarantee that all 

students will be placed with a friend or friends however we certainly will work to ensure that students 

will be placed with a friend / friends who influence them positively. 

Parent input, based on student learning and / or social needs, is also considered. If students have any 

learning and/or social needs to be considered when placing them in classes for 2021, parents are invited 

to write to me use the google doc (see link below) stating their needs and requests for consideration. If 

parents have written requests in previous years, we do not retain these as student needs and friendships 

change from year to year. If the consideration from a previous year is still important, a new letter/email 

should be written and submitted via this google doc.  

The request opportunity can be accessed via this link.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/

e/1FAIpQLSc4RUHU2W5EYl3EcATCJsdd9BOAMzRFsRmBxphuUB5LME7Ecg/viewform?

usp=sf_link 

Parents often place requests for certain teachers to be their child’s class teacher. Following through with 

such requests can severely limit our ability to compile class lists based on the factors outlined earlier:  

academic ability, special skills and talents, social competencies, gender, students who work well together 

and those who may not work well together.   Because of these reasons and for the possibility that     

teachers may leave the school, they may be deployed to other roles in the school and /or they may teach 

in a different area next year, parents requesting certain teachers for their child/ren will not be           

considered.  

The closing date for parents to forward through their letters of consideration is Friday 30th October. 

Please note that we will not consider information received after this date. I ask that you appreciate the 

complexity of this task and understand that changes, after classes have been developed, are extremely 

difficult to make.  

The ultimate responsibility for student and teacher allocations rests with the Principal.  I can assure you 

of my commitment to a most comprehensive and professional process with decisions made in the best 

interest of our students.   

As is our usual practice, your child will be informed of their class for 2021 towards the end of term 4 this 

year. An intra-school transition program will take place in December so that students will spend time 

with their teacher and classmates for the following year. Sometimes, however, it is difficult to provide 

that confirmed information as teacher movement can occur right up until the end of the year and even 

into the beginning of the following year.  If you have any queries regarding our student placement process 

for 2021, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

PARENT OPINION SURVEY 2020 

WE WANT OUR PARENTS TO TELL US WHAT THEY THINK!  

Our school is conducting a survey to find out what parents think of our school. The Parent Opinion    

Survey is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and Training that is conducted 

amongst all parents. It is designed to assist schools in gaining an understanding of parents’ perceptions of 

school climate, student behaviour, student engagement and experiences of remote and flexible learning. 

Our school will use the survey results to help inform and direct future school planning and improvement 

strategies.  

 

This year, DET has allowed us to invite all parents in our community as opposed to the usual random 

selection of around 40 families.  With 216 families in our community, we hope that you would please  
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take some time to participate and provide us with your feedback. We are keen to hear your thoughts 

regarding the various elements of our school and programs, in particular, this year’s remote learning   

program. What our community tells us is so valuable and provides us with further opportunities for    

reflection and improvement.  We are always working to improve what we do at Donvale; providing the 

best school with the best learning opportunities for our students is what we relentlessly strive for. Please 

know that all responses to the survey are anonymous. This year, the Parent Opinion Survey will be    

conducted from Monday 12th October to Friday 13th November.  

 

The survey is conducted online, only takes 20 minutes to complete, and can be accessed at any      

convenient time within the fieldwork period on desktop computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones. The 

online survey will be available in a range of languages other than English. These include: Arabic,            

Vietnamese, Mandarin, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese, Somali, Turkish, Punjabi and Greek. Information 

on accessing the survey was sent out on Tuesday of this week via Compass. 

Please refer to this communication to participate in the survey. 

 

Hope you’re having a wonderful week. 

Lena Clark 

REMINDER 

Friday 23rd October- Public Holiday (no school) 

Monday 2nd November – Curriculum Day (students do not attend school on this day) 



FROM THE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL - Ian McKinlay 

 

Welcome Back: 

It’s been wonderful to see all the smiling, happy faces of our students this week as they made the long 

awaited and much anticipated return to school. Each classroom that I visited on Monday morning had the 

same relaxed, calm feel as the students were enjoying their first few moments of interaction face to face 

with their teacher and classmates. Not that we’ve needed reminding recently though I think we all have a 

new appreciation and heightened awareness of the importance of the social aspect of our school          

environment.   

Of our four core school values the one of Resilience has probably been the one that we have not had as 

many immediate examples for our students as those of Respect, Responsibility and Compassion. It goes 

without saying that over the course of this year with the many unprecedented challenges that everyone 

has had to face that our resilience has been highlighted, tested and strengthened. I congratulate all families 

for their wonderful efforts in supporting and guiding their children through this difficult time. We are all 

so happy to be back and look forward to completing the year as close to normal as possible. 

 

Ian McKinlay 



PARENTING MATTERS ... 

DONVDONVALE PRIMARY SCHOOL  - A KIDS MATTER SCHOOL 

Preventing parent burnout  

by Michael Grose  

The longevity of the COVID pandemic is an enormous challenge to many of us. Our capacity to adapt to acutely stressful situations such as 

natural disasters has been severely depleted by the long-term nature of the pandemic. Our surge capacity, an adaptation mechanism that 

helps us survive short-term difficulties, is not designed to get us through long term disasters such as the pandemic. 

There is no handbook for functioning in a pandemic however it’s apparent that we need to accept that life will probably be different for some 

time. Putting in place strategies that maintain our personal wellbeing is now a priority. 

Ironically, many of us are denied self-care activities as a result of the pandemic. For many people coffee with friends, a massage or a visit to 

the gym are the types of self care activities that are now out of reach, so flexibility and resourcefulness is needed. 

Here’s some researched-based strategies to practise at home that will help develop feelings of equilibrium and calm. 

Take some deep breaths 

Benefits 

Neuroscience shows us how breathing shifts the brain into different states. Short, sharp breaths send a message to the brain that we are 

moving, even though we may be sitting in a chair. Conversely, slow, rhythmic breathing tells the brain that we’re calm and feeling good. It’s 

the quickest way to engage the body’s relaxation response. 

Implementation tips 

Make regular deep breathing part of your day. Choose a time of the day that suits you to practise and stick to it. Consider linking deep 

breathing to regular activity such as before the start of the day, during lunchtimes, or when you take a daily walk. 

Create mindful moments 

Benefits 

The human mind is restless, wandering all over the place. This is exhausting, particularly for anxious personality types. Mindfulness is a simple 

way to make your wandering mind rest and settle into the present, closing the fight or flight response in our amygdala, the part of the brain 

which plays an important role in emotion and behaviour. 

Implementation tips 

Mindfulness can be practised anywhere, anytime, such as when we’re eating lunch, taking a walk or sitting in a chair at home. It can be done 

in short two to five minute sessions, which means it can be squeezed in between many regular commitments. 

Get moving 

Benefits 

Exercise is a healthy way to improve mood, relieve tension and prepare for sleep. Endorphins, the feel-good chemicals that increase feelings 

of wellbeing, are released which explains why many people get hooked on running, walking and other forms of movement. 

Implementation tips 

Exercise can easily be set aside when life pressures mount, unless it’s embedded in your lifestyle. A Penn State University study found 30 

minutes of exercise a day has a significantly measurable impact on a person’s effectiveness and wellbeing. The study’s founders recommend 

that people make use of hidden moments such as power walking from place to place, standing and moving around more, turning wait time 

into movement and stretching time, and getting up ten minutes earlier to exercise and set the movement tone for the day. These are simple 

measures that every person can do regardless of how busy they are. 

Benefits 

Science supports the impact of green time on our mental health. Researchers have found a direct correlation between time spent in natural 

environments and a lowering of cortisol levels, the stress hormone that helps maintain our anxious states. The human brain was designed to 

cope with outdoor living, so it feels most comfortable in that environment. 

Implementation tips 

Visiting the bush or beach may be out for now but a daily walk in a park, garden, or backyard will bring similar wellbeing benefits. Bring some 

green inside with some indoor plants strategically placed at home. Regular green time is a wonderful natural remedy for anxiety and stress 

and a natural antidote for many of the mental health problems caused by increased screen time. 

Closing 

If you’re already practising self-care then set aside any feelings of guilt and simply enjoy the calm it brings. If looking after yourself has never 

been a high priority then now is a great time to start. Begin with small steps – pick one or two activities and build from there. The key is to 

make these wellbeing treats habit-forming behaviours so that they become a regular part of your daily life.  
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October 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

12 

 

13 14 15 16 

2.30:  Assembly via WebEx 

19 20 21 22 

Footy/NRL Colours Day  

23 

Grand Final Public Holiday 

26 27 

9.15-9.40: 2021 Foundation 

Transition Session 1 via   

WebEx (3 groups at different 

times) 

28 29 30 

November 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

2 

Curriculum Day - Report 

writing.  Students not    

required at school 

3 

Public Holiday - Melbourne 

Cup Day 

4 5 

1.45-2.10: 2021 Foundation 

Transition Session 2 via 

WebEx (3 groups at      

different times) 

6 

Grade 1/2 Camp Day 

9 

Science Week 

10 

9.15-9.40: 2021 Foundation 

Transition Session 3 via 

WebEx (3 groups at    

different times) 

11 

Crazy Scientist Dress Up Day 

12 13 

16 17 18 

7.00-8.00pm: Foundation 2021 

Parent Info Night via WebEx 

19 20 

23 24 25 26 27 

7.30am:  Foundation Breakfast 

30 

2.40-3.20:  Whole School 

Transition 

    



GENERAL 

 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

Students not returning to Donvale next year 

Can you please let us know if your child will not be returning to Donvale next year as we are in the    

process of planning our 2021 classes. 

Prepare for thunderstorm asthma season 

Grass pollen season occurs between October and December. Parents are 

reminded of an increased risk of seasonal asthma, hay fever and epidemic 

thunderstorm asthma during this time. 

Epidemic thunderstorm asthma events are triggered by an uncommon 

combination of high grass pollen levels and a certain type of thunderstorm, resulting 

in large numbers of people developing asthma symptoms over a short period of time. 

People with a history of asthma, undiagnosed asthma or hay fever are at an increased risk of epidemic 

thunderstorm asthma during this time. Having both hay fever and asthma that are poorly managed      

increases the risk further. 

More than ever before, this year it’s important to manage any hay fever or asthma symptoms, as these 

conditions can produce symptoms that are similar to coronavirus (COVID-19) such as runny nose, cough 

or shortness of breath. 

While it’s important to increase outside air ventilation 

and move activities outside where possible in order to 

minimise the risk of coronavirus (COVID-19)          

transmission, we will monitor the days when there is a 

heightened risk of thunderstorm asthma, windows and 

doors will be closed and then reopened when the risk 

reduces. 



CYBER SAFETY - Mr Xeni 

 

 













PERFORMING ARTS NEWS  - Mrs Keep 

Changes in the Music Room 

To comply with Covid-19 Safe standards we have had to make a few changes in the music room this 

term. 

 

1.  Department guidelines state there is to be no singing. However we will go ahead with our favourite 

songs by doing them with AUSLAN (sign language) instead. 

 

2.  Choirs: unfortunately these will no longer be able to continue.  

Instead I am offering the opportunity for year 5/6 choir members to come on Wednesday lunch times to 

form a band using ukuleles primarily and maybe adding some extra instruments to suit. Year 3/4 choir 

members will have the same opportunity on Friday lunch times. (I do not have a spare lunch time to    

accommodate the year 1/2 ‘s at this stage.) 

 

3.  Shared instruments: All students sanitize their hands as they enter the room. Marimba Band for year 

5/6 students will continue as usual on Thursday lunch times. 

 

4.  Assemblies will be held on Fridays at 2.30 via Webex with all students in their classrooms. The      

students who previously accompanied the National Anthem and our School Song will not be able to   

continue with this. All classes will learn the AUSLAN version of our National Anthem. Here is the link if 

you’d like to learn it as a family: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_nQYht-pWs 

 

5.  End of year concert: Each class will practice an item for this and it will be filmed ready to show during 

the last week of term. Most items will involve Kaboom Percussion, Dance or playing other instruments. It 

will be Christmas without our usual singing! 

 

So despite the restrictions we still aim to have fun in our music sessions! 

 

Anthea Keep 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_nQYht-pWs


MAD ABOUT SCIENCE - Mr Xeni 



I.T. - Mr Hogg 

2021 1:1 iPad Agreement 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

A reminder that from the start of Term 1 2021, Donvale Primary School is moving towards a mandatory 

BYO 1:1 iPad Program which will now include all Year 3 and 4 students. This will bring the Middle School 

students into alignment with Senior School students, where it has been mandatory for them to bring their 

own iPad to school for a number of years. 

Donvale Primary School is moving in this direction, because today’s students think, connect and        

communicate differently from previous generations. Reports have suggested that students with 1:1 access 

are… 

· More motivated and engaged in learning. 

· Better organised which improves literacy and numeracy outcomes. 

· Able to collaborate and think analytically. 

· Provides students with the necessary tools and awareness to learn and work in a society that is         

becoming more technology rich. 

· Gives students different avenues to present their work. 

As evidenced by the Remote Learning period throughout this year, where students were completing their 

learning at home, iPad technology has allowed independent learning to be done anywhere and anytime. 

Additionally, with the ability to connect to parents via Seesaw it harnesses the link between family     

members and education. 

A number of students already have access to iPads. That’s great! All you will have to do is complete the 

relevant agreement forms at the beginning of 2021 and you will be ready to go. If there is no iPad        

accessible at the moment, we hope that informing you of this program at this early stage will provide you 

with time to plan and purchase an iPad before the start of next year.  

We are also currently in the process of affiliating our school with an Apple online store however       

lockdowns with Covid-19 have delayed this process. This will allow our community to access discounted 

iPads for education. The Apple store will also be able to provide you with various pricing and finance   

options. We will provide you with further information on this as soon as we can. 

It is important to note, that the iPad brought to school MUST be an Apple branded iPad. Other tablets 

such as the Samsung Galaxy Note, will not be accepted by the Department’s Wifi network. It does not 

matter what sort of Apple iPad is being used at school, whether it be a Mini, a Pro, or somewhere in   

between. 

Just as has been done in the past, there will be a list of Education apps that will need to be downloaded 

for the start of the year. That list, as well as the relevant Terms of Agreement documents and our DPS 

BYO iPad booklet will be available towards the end of this year or early in Term 1, 2021. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any queries on this matter. 

Michael Hogg 



Footy Colours Day 

Dear parents and carers, 

With the AFL and NRL Grand Finals occurring next weekend, it has been decided that Thursday 22    

October will be Footy Colours Day at Donvale Primary School. This will allow all students to dress up in 

their favourite footy team’s colours as a free dress day.  

There will be no cost involved this year, we just want everyone to come dressed up and have a fun day 

before the long weekend. 

Unfortunately due to restrictions the whole school parade will not be allowed to take place this year. 

Just a reminder that it doesn’t have to be AFL colours that are being worn, it can be any football code… 

rugby union or league (Go Storm!!), American Football, soccer, etc. 

Michael Hogg 

FROM THE SPORTS FIELD - Mr Hogg 



We are so happy to be back at school ... 

In light of returning to school after the lengthy period of      

remote learning, 3/4W spent time together collaborating,   

sharing and workshopping strategies to design a paper 

maze.  

The paper maze represents their feeling towards the ups 

and downs of a covid 2020 year, but that you can still 

have fun, even in lockdown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foundation is so excited to have everyone back together again!  



The Grade 5/6 students took a trip to ‘Café Donvale’ on Monday, where we were holding a special book tasting! The children 

got to ‘taste’ a whole range of different novels, so that they could choose one to read for Literature Circles this Term. The 

children will read a section of their novel each week, and participate in a ‘book club’ style discussion each Friday. The children 

really enjoyed browsing through some new novels, and discussing their first thoughts with their peers! 

 



Program News from Donvale OSHClub 

Hello to all families at Donvale PS 

Finally, we are back and glad to the see children’s faces after such a long time. 

What is the plan for the week? 

We will be focusing on the following: - 

 Welcoming and settling the children back into our program 

 Discussion about emotions and challenges during this pandemic  

 Gathering ideas to work on our emotion wall display  

 Loads of fun filled art and craft activities along with physical outdoor fun 

What did we get up to during the lockdown period at Donvale OSHClub? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hats 

It is now the time of the year where hats are expected to be worn when outside. Our policy is that from 

September, children and staff are always required to wear hats for sun protection when outside.  

Please ensure that your child always has a named hat in their bag.  We have a limited number of spare 

hats, and we would like to try to avoid using these in order to reduce the spread of lice! 

We have noticed some children do not have their hats at After School Care as they leave them outside 

their class rooms.  

We ask you to please pack a spare hat in your child’s bag so they can enjoy all outdoor activities and are 

not restricted to staying inside.  



We Need You!  (Once things are back to normal) 

If you have any spare time and skills you would like to share with us, please come in and talk to Jeevika 

or Clare. We are looking for volunteers who can show us some tips and tricks on any of the following 

activities:  

- Sewing   - Gardening  - Basic First aid teaching to children   - Cross-stitching   - Woodwork  

- Pottery   - Dancing  

and any other skills you would love to share with us. Thank you in advance. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

OSHC program phone: 0402 362 443  

Email: donvale@oshclub.com.au   

Coordinator: Jeevika Mattoo   

Assistant: Clare Bullow  

OSHClub Head Office & Accounts:  1300 395 735 & oshaccounts@junioradventuresgroup.com.au   

All families must be enrolled to attend the program. Please create an account online at 

www.oshclub.com.au  

If you have any issues managing or changing your account details, please contacts the accounts team on 

the above phone number or email. 

 Happy birthday to all those who had birthdays during remote learning.  

Birthday Wishes To 
Aliesha V, Noah G, Alexandra L, Sehra T, Noah C, Tripp M, Jayden L, Joshua G, Clementine G, 

Aloysius L, Julie C, Elias N, Zacharia N, James D, Isabelle F, Lucinda F,      Ricky N, Victoria T, 

Karen S,                     

 

        Who are celebrating birthdays from the 15th - 29th October 
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mailto:oshaccounts@junioradventuresgroup.com.au
http://www.oshclub.com.au/


The Department of Education & Training, Donvale Primary School its Management, and teachers    

do not  endorse the products or services of any advertiser listed in this publication. No                  

representation, warranty or undertaking is given or made in relation to the accuracy or                 

completeness of the  information presented in this publication, or any claims made by the         

advertisers.  

National Boys Choir of Australia Auditions for 2021 Intake  

AUDITIONS - NATIONAL BOYS CHOIR OF AUSTRALIA  

The National Boys Choir of Australia is about to hold preliminary auditions for boys in Grades 1 and 2 for its 2021 intake. Due to the     

current COVID-19 restrictions, auditions will be done via Zoom, commencing Monday, October 12. Auditions are free, informal, and take 

only a few minutes.  

For over 50 years, the National Boys Choir of Australia has performed extensively both      nationally and internationally, and regularly with 

the Melbourne Symphony and Opera Australia. The choir is also recognised from the Qantas ‘I Still Call Australia Home’ advertisements and 

performances at Carols by Candlelight each year.    

If you would like to arrange an appointment for your son, or know someone else who might be interested, please visit the Choir website at 

https://nationalboyschoir.com.au/events/auditions/  

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnationalboyschoir.com.au%2Fevents%2Fauditions%2F&data=02%7C01%7CLena.Clark%40education.vic.gov.au%7C91b62c2b8c9a4b3b8a8608d864ead7f1%7Cd96cb3371a8744cfb69b3cec334a4c1f%7C0%7C0%7C637370307115671

